In this paper we give a common generalization of our results mentioned above and compute an explicit value of the constant corresponding to cr. Our main result implies the above-quoted theorems of SprindZuk l2ll, l»L Kotov [11] , Shorey, van der Poorten, Tijdeman and Schinzel [20J, Trelinal24] , Gyöty and Papp [8] and Gy6ry [10] .
Results
Before we state our tleorem, we establish our notation and introduce some definitions.
A system I of n>2 linear forms 4(x),...,Ln(x) in x:(xr,..',x.) with algebraic coefficients will be called triangularly connected or, more briefly, Å-connected (cf. [7] ) if for any distinct i, j with l=i, i=n there is a sequence Li:L1r, ..., Li,:Lj in I such that for each u with I <tt=u-|, L,-, Lr.,, haue a tneår combination witJr non-zero algebraic coefficients which belongs to 9. If in particular m:2, then every system I whrch contains at least three pairwise non-proportional linear forms is /-connected.
Throughout the paper, Z will denote a flxed algebraic number field of degree /= 1 with ring of integers Zr, and U, will be the group of units in Z. We denote by ar(«) the number of distinct prime ideal divisors p of a non-zero integer a in L and by 9(a) the greatest of thenorms N(p) of these prime ideals. For o(€Ua wetake 3(a):1 and ar(a):0.
lf F (x1, ..., x^)(Z afxr, ..., x*7 is a form it m>2 variables, then F(xr, . ' ., x*) and F(exr,...,ex*) have the same prime ideal decomposition for any x: (xr, ..., x)€Zf and e€ (IL. ltwill be useful to introduce the notation lxl defined by1) l*i : #,i.-ax(lexrl, for any xeZi with N((xr, ...,x*))=-d qnd H>-X4, where g:g(F'(x)), s:ar(f(x)), 9:P" and P is the maximal rational prime for which (F(x), p)+1.
It is easily seen that under the conditions and notations of the theorern we have I <a€1, (4') (13/+1)slog(s*1)+(c+l)logQ > loglogN (4) and (4') arc obviously much better than (5) and (5').
our theorem has several consequences. we first mention an application to diophantine equations. Let -F(x) and d be as in the theorem and let §, nr,...,n, be flxed non-zero algebraic integers in I. Consider the equation (6) .F(x) : Bnl... nit in x(Zi, z!,...,2r€Z with ,(rr,.. ,x^))=d and zr,...,Zr=0. Then (4) gives max(lxl, s^a*rG)) <. Q for all solutions x,2t,...,2, of (6) , where cis an effectively computable number2) depending only on F, d,9(fin1... n), a(8n1... x,) andl. This result can be regarded as a p-adic analogue of our Theorem I in [7] . (In [7] it is not assumed F€Zalx); however, in the applications of Theorem I of [7] (4), (5), (7), (8) and (9) remain obviously valid for O(f(*)) and a(f(x)) with lxl instead of lxl, where x€Zr. and @l=Xr. We remark that for polynomials /(x) with rational integer coefficients Shorey and Tijdeman [19] obtained a much better result than our Corollary2; they proved ar(/(x)>>(loglog lxl)/(logloglog lxl) under the condition P(/(x))=exp ((log log lxl)1), where A is any positive number. As an immediate consequence of this result they derived a good lower bound for maxl=;= , f (7@+i)).
As a consequence of our theorem we obtain the following generalization and improvement, respectively, of the theorems of Coates [4] , SprindZuk l2ll, [22] , Kotov [11] and Shorey, van der Poorten, Tijdeman and Schinzel [20] on the maximal prime factors of binary forms. for all pairs x,y(21 with N((x,y))=d and (1:yyliae€trtmax(,eJ, @7=X.,, (4) and (5) hold, where 9:9(f(*,y)), s:a(f(x,y)),9:P" and P is the maximal rational prime with (f(x,y), F)*1. It follows from (5') that (10) s(f(*,y)) > cu(loglog N)' for all x,y€21. with (x,y):1 and N:rr&x11lr,o(x)1, lN"ro(y)l)=1vr, where cr:((l3fil)l)-'. Forirreducibleforms f(Zrlx,yJ of degree >5 (10) wasearlier proved by Kotov [1] .
An [3] and [8] .) Then we have (cf. [8D In the special case L:Q Trelina l24l obtained lower bounds for P(I(x)). Corollary I and Theorem 3 in our paper [8] , established independently of Trelina, give lower bounds for 9(I(x)) in the above general case. As a consequence of CorolIary 5 we obtain the following generalization and improvement of the estimates of Trelina l24l and Györy and Papp [8] . Ds"(l,c"r, ... ,dn-r) such that (4) and(S)holdfor anyxe ZL-L with N((xr, ... ,x,-r))=d and g-l=X* where g:g(I(x)), s:a(I(x)D*p(1,ar,...,d,_r)), g:p, and p is the maximal rational prime with (I(x), P\*1.
The proofofour theorem depends on two deep theorems, due to van der Poorten and Loxton [6] and van der Poorten [15] , which are essentially sharp inequalities on linear forms in the complex and in the p-adic case.
Proofofthe Theorem
We first show that we can make certain assumptions without loss of generality. We may assume that U>crrslogP with a sufficientlylarge crr, for otherwise (21) immediately follows. We see from (19) Thus, by (16) we obtain llog läfåt||= crrw-c* slogP-cro(IslogP 1c^H, provided that cro is sufficiently large. Further, by (16) and (18) we have log lN67q(ä1)l = log lN61q0h)l+U. ZloelNorcfuo)l< crr(JslogP.
Hence we get for some z (22) tog läfnr1 <-czsH.
Formulae (16) and (18) imply (23) b,l#hl = .**,r-t) log ffi = c,u(Islogp < ! n.
We now omit the superscript (m).It then follows from Q2) and (23) that logl,'ll = -+ ,.
Write 4o:-1. By taking the principal values of the logarithms we obtain from (19) and (18) (24) and, by (16) , (18) and (26), we have (27) 15n 1 = exp {cu s log P * crrH * css äs log P} < = exp {crn(cro5)12(r+s71132P0(logP)"t+u} : Tr, Q : 1,2,3.
Consider now any f; with 3=-j=n. By the assumption made on Li,...,L; there is a sequence §z:frir,..., §i,:fri such that for each u with l<u<u-l )'i.P i.+ 1i.* rP i* * r* 1r.,,*rfii,,,,r : 0 holdswithsome non-zero 7i., 1i.,,,Ä,,,.*r€Zo satisfying max1l,1r,l, la."*1, la."**ll= cru. Further, we may assume u=n. We can see in the same way as above that (28) §t: oör, frz: 06z and (29) fri,: ouöu,r., §r.*r: ouöu,iu*, fot u:l, ...,u-l, where 6r,r,,öu,i,*r€Zc with (30) ,jTgr_,(l4r"l, l4r"*ll = r, and ou:Sutrtlru...114t" with units ,9,€G and non-negativerational integers atu, ..., etu.
It follows from (28) Write ry'r:ry'a:l and *r:Ul ,", j:1,2.1, i, By prime number theory wecanchoose X* such that even z(P)<(l*6)PllogP holds wirh ö:U(2Q6f+1)). Then s=ln(P)=(l+ö)lPllogP and thus (5s) (w.|)slog(s*l)*(s+t) toeP=(t3f+t)tP.
Finally, in consequence of (54), (55) and 0:P' we obtain (5) .
In order to prove (4') and (5') it suffices to observe that (53) and (3) imply log log ,l[ < log (lcuJ +(12(r+.s/)+:+1log (cu.s)* g loe P+(sl*7) log log P.
If N is sufficiently large, we get (4') and (5') in the same way as we deduced (4) and (5) Therefore, for sufficiently large N, (4) implies (7), but only with log log N-log(2ln) in place of log log N. Following the argument applied at the end of the above proof, we obtain (7) and (8) from (53) and (56).
Proof of Corollary 2. Suppose o(r(x)) -,, log log lxl -log log log lxl for some x(Zf with lE>Xs and N((x1,...,x^))=d. Then by our theorem we have loglog lxl < (13/+ l)a,(r(x)) log (ro(r(x))+ l)+(s+ t)toss(F(x)) = (13f + l)co log log lxl + A(s+ l) log logl{, provided that Xu is sufficiently large. Since (l3f+l)co+A(S+t):1, wehavearrived at a contradiction and thus (9) where a!1, ...,"y' denote the conjugates of a, over Z. As we showed in [7] (see also [9] ), the conjugates xr+a[')xzl ...*allx^ of xr*urx2*...*a. 
